
Are you brave 
enough to change 
your future?

Holos Change Toolkit



Our products

Our digital product offering:

1. Holos Authentic 
Leadership (HAL)

2. Post-Conventional 
Leadership 360

3. Post-Conventional 
Team Diagnosis

4. Post-Conventional 
Facilitation

5. Transformational 
Anarchist Quiz

Change toolsTeam toolsLeadership Assessments

6. Holos Change 
Toolkit 



Our products

Holos Change Toolkit

What is it? What does it do? How does it work?

• Tired of the apparent contradiction 
that we can manage change – and 
need to lead it instead?  

• Ever wish there was a process to help 
any leader, team, or group of teams, 
to diagnose, plan, iterate and learn 
about constant change as it happens?  

• Feel like you need more help in how to 
deliver constant change, and a guide  
rail to assist?  

• The Holos Change Toolkit is just that – 
an end-to-end, digital kit to help you 
deliver change – again and again.

Pricing options are scaled but designed for 

simplicity. This product will be coming online in 

2021. We are currently looking for trial partners 

to develop the MVP into a fully functioning version 

- with feedback from the sharp end.



Our products

Holos Change Toolkit

What is it? What does it do? How does it work?

• 20 discrete tools combine into a 
framework of 4 phases - Diagnose, 
Plan, Iterate and Learn, the familiarity 
and use of which will bring about 
aligned change in your area.  

• It is designed for Change Leaders to 
coordinate and align many teams, 
Team Leaders to develop their change 
plans, and individuals to fully 
contribute to thinking and what is 
done 

• Progress against change goals is 
mapped into the tools and visible  
in a dashboard for a handy  
organisational view

Pricing options are scaled but designed for 

simplicity. This product will be coming online in 

2021. We are currently looking for trial partners 

to develop the MVP into a fully functioning version 

- with feedback from the sharp end.



Our products

Holos Change Toolkit

What is it? What does it do? How does it work?

• Your organisation or team can license 
the product and run the toolset 
digitally and online. It really works 
where teams are geographically 
spread and of course includes remote 
working options. 

• Our support is required initially to 
train in the use of the tools and their 
practical application - over time this 
support falls away and leaders can 
operate fully autonomously from their 
desktop with just a simple login.

Pricing options are scaled but designed for 

simplicity. This product will be coming online in 

2021. We are currently looking for trial partners 

to develop the MVP into a fully functioning version 

- with feedback from the sharp end.



www.holoschange.com


